South African Veteran and Vintage Association
Gavin Walton prepping his Stop Watches and
Route Sheets –on his way to winning the DJ-2019
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CHAIRMAN’S CHATTER
CHAIRMAN’S CHATTER

Greetings – from the Western Cape. The roads in and around the Southern Peninsula are
somewhat quieter now that the – once again hugely successful Argus Cycle Tour – is over
until next year.
I have just spent some time in Durban, attending the DJ Social evening hosted by the VCC
in Kloof, and giving moral support to the DJ Competitors at Registration and on Day 1 from
the Start to the overnight stop in Newcastle. It was great catching up on all the news, and
meeting up with numerous DJ friends.
Congratulations to the Organisers – for attracting 15 x First Time Riders – of which 4 x USA
and 1 x UK rider returning to participate for the 2nd time. Peter Gillespie generously loaned 8
x bikes from his collection to First Time riders – as did other DJ stalwarts.
There was a touch of nervousness on Wednesday evening – as Durban was experiencing 4
x days of continuous rains – with the resultant flooding not only in KZN, but also in Zimbabwe & Mozambique. Fortunately Thursday morning was overcast, cool, but without any rain.
Friday was also kind to the Competitors – with a cool start. However Ladysmith and Newcastle proved to be their usual hot and humid selves.
Once again the attrition rate was high, with 8 x bikes dropping out before reaching Mooi River and Estcourt. Amongst the casualties were Ian Holmes ( VMC ) Rod Thomas ( CMCN )
and many others spannering away to keep their machines running. Unfortunately another 2
x bikes succumbed before reaching Newcastle.
The Event attracted 77 x Competitors. Once again competition was fierce this year – with
extremely low error scores, and the top 3 x Riders were a mere 105 x seconds apart after 2
x days and approximately 680 x Km’s..( That is 1 x minute and 45 seconds )
The top three were:

1st – Gavin Walton
:
nd
2 – Martin Davis
3rd – Kevin Robertson :

Score

Diff

250 352 102
355 105

From the feedback from Competitors – everyone enjoyed the event – despite the breakdowns and heat on Day 1. .
So as the “ dust settles “ after a debriefing session, planning is underway for the 202 Event
– which is the 50th Year since this prestigious Commemorative Rally was revived in 1970.
There are hints that it may be a JD – Johannesburg to Durban run – as it was in the first
race in 1913 – so I guess the old adage applies “ watch this space “ .

That’s it for now - Take care, and always ride and drive
safely
Gavin Allison
DJ Support Bus-carrying luggage and “refreshments” for
end of each day.
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Trevor Hall

Neville Smith

Ralph Pitchford

Gregory Hogan & Samantha Anderson

David Pitchford

Alexander Gillespie

Tony Lyins-Lewis attending to his route sheets. Has
Allan Cuninghame –previous DJ winner

completed the most D’s = 47
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Velocette immaculately restored by the Maizeys

Ricki Maizey’s Velocette with Original sticker from Jack’s Motors +/40 years ago

Ian McKenzie
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March 17
April 28

Piston Ring Swap Meet
Knysna Motor Show

Modderfontein
GRMC Knysna

May 17-18

Natal Classic

CMCN

Durban

May 26

Cars in the Park

VSCC

Ashburton

May 26

Cullinan Train Race

MMOC

Jhb

June 1

Mampoer Rally

POMC

Pretoria

June 8

Vryheid Cars in the Park

VVCC

June 9 -13

Milligan

EPVCC

June 14 -17

Best of British Nottingham Rd

VCC

June 16

Rustenburg Classic Car Show

Golden Oldies

July 6-7

1000 Bike Show

CMC

July 28

VCC Hillcrest Car Chow

VCC

August 4

Cars in the Park

POMC Zwartkops

August 9

Cars in the Park

OFSVCC

August 9-12

Prowl

DECC

Magnum Rally

POMC

SEPTEMBER 7

SAVVA AGM PRETORIA

POMC

September 21

Maluti Car Show

Maluti Club

September 21-24

Model T Ford Club of SA

September 24

SAVVA Veteran & Vintage
National
National Drive It Day

October 10 – 12

Rendezvous Tour

OFSVCC

November 12-14

Fairest Cape Tour

CVMC

August 14-18
TH

Germiston

Durban

SAVVA
Rawsonville

NOTED:
SAVVA POST VINTAGE & POST 45 – This event is open to any club
wishing to apply to SAVVA to host it. Please email secretary@savva.org.za
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Upcoming events 2019: April, May, June, July
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Milligan Vintage Trial and Tour
9 th -- 13 th JUNE 2019

2019 sees the 50th running of the Premier Time Trial of the EPVCC. Because of the landmark
status of this particular Milligan it has been decided to run it as a spider event out of Port Elizabeth. The rationale for this is to maximise exposure both for the club and the movement and to
celebrate the motoring past and present of the metropolitan area. It will also give many more
locals the ability to participate at a significantly lower cost.
In addition to the time trial, a Tour class will also be available to entrants and an interesting programme of events is being worked on to give variety and interest whilst still being part of the
camaraderie of the main event.
This year the Time trial is being restricted to vehicles older than 50 years i.e. prior to 31 Dec
1969, whilst those on the tour can be in accordance with the 25 year rule. In an effort to encourage the older and smaller cars to participate competitively, a handicap system based on a
combination of age and developed horsepower has been devised. This is a first and we hope to
encourage those who can to bring out the older cars to make a better spectacle and create interest in our movement in the wider community. The route will be set and scored electronically
thus keeping costs to the competitors as low as possible.
Thus far we have managed to secure some really top class entrants with a variety of significant
cars. Although we are not yet fully subscribed, the list is filling fast and we have every expectation
Rodney Idris
rodney.idris1944@gmail.com 083 656 9170

This event is run annually in the memory of the late Bill Milligan
who was the founder of the Vintage Car movement in the Eastern
Cape.

His love of motoring began at an early age, but it was in 1954 that,
on his initiative, the very first National rally for Vintage vehicles took
place between Cape Town and Port Elizabeth. In the Eastern Cape

The First Milligan Memorial Rally was held on 22nd of August 1970,
from Port Elizabeth to East London. In subsequent years the direction
of the rally was alternated between East London and Port Elizabeth.
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DIE 2019 SAVVA VETERAAN
-EN NOAGTOER
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THE 2019 SAVVA VETERAN AND
VINTAGE TOUR
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Early Motor Cycling in South Africa
PART

1

Contributed by Chris Cardwell

In a lead up to the 2019 “D-J Rally” I thought it would be appropriate to look back in time to the
early motorcycle racing events as well as some of those adventurous and daring motor cyclists
who competed, prior to 1936, in South Africa.
Days of Progress
Clubs were springing up all over South Africa. The Old Johannesburg Motor Cycling Club gave
way to the Rand Motor Cycle Club, initiated at the Goldfields Hotel in February 1911, a club that
flourished in the West Rand. In 1913, when the first Johannesburg – Durban race was run, its
destinations were controlled by the Rand M.C.C. and the Durban M.C.C., with other clubs operating within areas where controls were established.
In 1911, when the Rand M.C.C. commenced to function, there were only about 500 motorcyclists on the whole of the Reef, yet between forty and fifty motorcyclists pitched up with their
machines at the start of the Club’s inaugural event to Pretoria.

C 1911 Triumph

1911 Bradbury

It is reported that Bradbury’s and Triumph motorcycles dominated the scene. Mention is also
made that many riders reported ‘burst of speeds of 45 m.p.h.’ during this run to Pretoria, while a
‘reckless youth’ is quoted of boasting having achieved 55 m.p.h. on his motorcycle, though there
appears to be many that were sceptical of such a speed having been attained.
Those were bright, heady days and it is possible that huge, wildly cheering crowds gathered in
the centre of Pretoria to watch the riders thundering in, two abreast, and thirty of them all blasting
the silence of the City at once.
Golden Days
The delightful sense of uncertainty pervaded everything. Novices would rise like stars with confounding performances, machines of freakish designs would make their appearance,
Continued on next page…….
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Early Motor Cycling in South Africa
many riders tasting the thrill of finding their handlebars suddenly adrift on a bumpy stretch of
road. The development of motorcycle design, though proceeding apace, was so young that
there was always a possibility of some spectacular discovery or development that would give
a machine the edge or a new turn of speed or better reliability.
For instance, in 1913 a South African motoring journalist advised all his readers with JAP and
Ensign motorcycles to remove one of the piston rings from their engines. It was proved by a
local expert that this modification to the engine gave the machine more power, new life, easier
starting and more efficient lubrication. However, there is no evidence that this was true in all
respects.
Handicappers, working in this time of uncertainty, affecting performance of both man and machine, must have had a difficult task in providing reasonable competition for the enthusiastic
racers, who brought their bikes to hill climbs and other speed trial events.
Details of hill climbs at Mulder’s Drift, in those early days, bear this out. The first man, Cutting,
riding a Precision, went up the hill at his first attempt in 1 minute 43 seconds and that was all
the climbing his temperamental machine would allow him to do. The next competitor, riding a
Rudge, had two runs averaging 30 seconds slower than Cutting’s time. The third competitor
had one run in 1 minute 43 seconds as well. A fourth competitor had two consistent attempts
averaging 1 minute 45 seconds and the next batch of riders averaged between 2 minutes 12
seconds to 2 minutes 24 seconds.
Races were then run in two classes, one for standard machines and the other for T.T. bikes.
On this same occasion the T.T. machines were all getting up the hill in 1 minute 27 seconds to
1 minute 39 seconds all except the illustrious Percy Flook who dashed up on a Triumph motorcycle in 1 minute 20 seconds dead!
So, who was Percy Flook, you ask?
One Shining Star

The star of the immediate pre-World War 1 days was Percy Flook, whom many have considered to have been the most outstanding motor cyclist that South Africa produced at the time,
along with the likes of Sarkis, Don Hall, Galway, Young, Long, I.H.R. and B.E. Scott. Comparisons apart, however, Flook was a great rider, having served his apprenticeship on push bikes
as so many other great men on power machines had done.
For about twenty years, from 1910 to 1930, he dominated the scene. He ran away with everything. Road and track races, hill climbs and reliability trials, riding solo and combination machines, were all the same to him. He was a supremely fearless rider with a superb sense of
balance and rare judgement.
No other man quite captured the public imagination as he did in the first ten years of his racing
career. There was only one other man who could challenge and be considered on par with
him for sheer ability. That was J.W. Hodgson of the West Rand who, in 1912 beat Flook in the
T.T. class during the R.M.C.C. Championship meeting. As a consequence of this,
Continued on next page…….
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Early Motor Cycling in South Africa
there was plenty of support for the suggestion that Hodgson should replace Flook as the South
African entrant to the Isle of Man T.T. of 1913. But Flook was the acknowledged champion under all imaginable conditions and to the I.O.M. he duly went.

Percy Flook on the right

1923 ‘D - J’ Winner
Percy Flook with the
Schlesinger Vase

In 1911, as a handsome young man in a clean white shirt, collar and tie, dressed in a tweed suit,
(how so very different to the racers of today), winning reliability trials and hill climbs on a lightweight Precision motorcycle of 2 ¾ H.P., a machine which still bore the traces of the development of the motorcycle from the ‘safety bicycle’ of those days.
He had no particular preference to any motorcycle at that time, it seems. Old photographs published in the South African press in 1911 and 1912 show Percy Flook on all makes of machines,
seated elegantly upon the saddle of his relatively dainty Precision, sweeping fluently round gravelled bends on a 2 ¾ H.P. Humber or flying up hills on a Triumph. Eight years later he is winning
the Johannesburg to Durban race on a Douglas and fours later winning it again but in the opposite direction on another Douglas.

Continued on next page…….
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Early Motor Cycling in South Africa

1927 Sydney Flook (Percy’s brother) crossing the finishing line riding a Douglas

Flook was a typical product of motorcycling during its hey-day, in those early years
before the price of a light car became affordable to meet the demands of the ordinary
man with more savings to invest in his motoring.
A Long Journey
In the following year, an intrepid rider of a side-car combination, W.H. Rhoades of the
West Rand Motor Cycle Club made one of the first successful journeys from Johannesburg to Durban and opened the way for the famous “D – J’ motorcycle race, for
twenty years a classic event.
Today motorists and motorcyclists will set out quite blithely to complete the 600 odd
kilometre run in less than 7 hours, with no particular preparation, it is strange to read
an account of a man for whom the journey was a lonely expedition, beset with many
potential dangers, hazards, inconveniences and much hardship.

See PART 2 in next AutoNewS
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50 YEARS OF THE MERCEDES-BENZ W114 & W115 Series
The Mercedes-Benz W114/5 came out in 1968. It is a collectable car in SA and more so in Europe. A
very much new design of a car with new body and suspension design with the same type of engines used
in the previous models.
The W114/5 cars replaced the W110 short body Fintail models. The W110/1 are even more collectable
today. And the W114/5 was replaced by the W123 in 1976 also collectable today.
The W114/5 cars had a new body design which was more boxy. They were also called the box saloons.
Although not very boxy it still had a classic look. And from far it was hard to tell between the more rounded W108 S class cars. The W114/5 came in three body styles. The four door saloon, the two door coupe
and the four door long. The body was unitary, body and chassis one piece. Only the four door saloons
were assembled in SA all the other variants were imported from Europe or UK.
The front suspension was of a new design using a bulky subframe which bolted on the body using rubber
mountings. The subframe had two wishbones connected with rubber bushes on either side with uprights
connected with ball joints. This replaced the old kingpin and steel bush connections of the Fintail models.
The front suspension has a antiroll bar.
The rear suspension was also a new design using a bulky crossmember bolted to the body using rubber
bushes. The crossmember carried one trailing A frame with upright on each side. The final drive was bolted to the crossmember. There was no solid back axle and the suspension was fully independent. This
replaced the solid swing axle of the Fintails. The rear suspension also has a antiroll bar. This combination
of suspension gave the cars a very comfortable drive as they had a fully independent suspension.

The interior was very spacious to take five people. The instruments were a new design. The material for
the interior was all Tex Vinyl or leather seats with Tex Vinyl door panels.
The cars came out with a large variety of petrol and diesel engines The W114 cars had the six cylinder
petrol engines of 2.3L, 2.5L & 2.8L inline driving the back wheels. The 2.8L engine had two options of
cylinder head, SOHC and DOHC. The 2.5L & 2.8L engines had the petrol injection option. The W115
cars had the four and five cylinder petrol or diesel inline engines. Petrol was the 2.0L, 2.2L & 2.3L SOHC
four cylinder engines. Diesel was 2.0L, 2.2L, 2.4L SOHC four cylinder engines & 3.0L 5 cylinder SOHC
engine. The six cylinder petrol engines used was an upgrade from the original 2.2L used in 1951. The
four cylinder engines used was an upgrade from the original 1.9L used in1956 for petrol and 1958 for diesel. The five cylinder was the same design with a fifth cylinder added on. All the engines were long lasting and not difficult to work on if you had a workshop manual.
Brakes on the cars was twin circuit four wheel disk with park brake on the back wheels.
Transmission was four speed manual or four speed automatic gearboxes driving the back wheels with a
two or three piece prop shaft. All electrics were Bosch and the petrol and diesel injection was also Bosch.
The four cylinder petrol engines used side draught carburetors and the six cylinder petrol engines used
down draught carburetors.Steering was by manual or power assisted steering box. Aircondition was optional on some models.
The cars from 1968 to 1973 were called series one and the cars from 1974 to 1976 were called series
two or facelift models. The series two had a lower bonnet line with a wider grille and no quarter window
on the front doors. The series two also had a new design back light cluster cover. One could not interchange front fenders, bonnet and grille between the two modelMagnificent
series. NotFords
all engine
in the sizes were used in
both series of cars.
museum
To get fine details consult a detailed technical manual.
The W114/5 cars in motor sport. The W114 2.8L with M110 DOHC engine petrol injection was the top of
the range in performance. The six cylinder coupe and saloon cars are used today in Historic Racing. And
W114/5 coupe and saloon cars are used today in Historic Regularity Rallying.
The cars are very much user friendly and not difficult to maintain and restore by the owner driver. Using a
workshop manual is very important when working on the cars.

Continued on the next page……...
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50 YEARS OF THE MERCEDES-BENZ W114 & W115 Series
The cars are very much user friendly and not difficult to maintain and restore by the owner driver. Using a workshop manual is very important when working on the cars.
There are many clubs and interest groups one can join. For the marque the Mercedes-Benz Club of
South Africa is your best option if own or planning to own one or
more of these fine cars. Club information is on the internet.

Basil Chassoulas
basil.ecurie@gmail.com
082-851-3052
Member of BHVEC, PR, VVC, HTA, A7CSA, MBCSA, TLR
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FROM THE
EDITOR

To make it easier to distribute the AutoNews we have reduced the number of
pages in this issue. The DJ features this month because it’s the longest running event in the country.
The June issue of AutoNewS will also be delayed as we would like to feature the 2019 Milligan, also a long running event that needs as much support
as we can offer.
The other reason for the delayed June AutoNewS is that Aisne and I will only
be returning to SA on June 14th.

Regards, Fred

